The Corner Stone
Stone Church ~ The Church on the Green
The purpose of Stone Church is to be an inviting, spiritual community of Christ,
engaging in worship that inspires and challenges us to learn and grow
as we reach out in caring and service, trusting in the love of God.
God

JUL/AUG 2022

Summer Worship ~ 9:30 a.m.
July 3, 2021 – 4th Sunday after Pentecost,
The Lord’s Supper
Pastor Scott Leonard preaching
July 10, 2021 – 5th Sunday after Pentecost
Pastor Scott Leonard preaching

July 17, 2021 – 6th Sunday after Pentecost
Kathleen Delacy (The Center)
July 24, 2021 – 7th Sunday after Pentecost
Celia Bogan (Hope House)

July 31, 2021 – 8th Sunday after Pentecost – The Lord’s Supper
The Rev. Robert Umidi
August 7, 2021 – 9th Sunday after Pentecost, The
Lord’s Supper
Elders Donna Goodfriend and Mary Ann Stiefvater

August 14, 2021 – 10th Sunday after Pentecost
Guest preacher

August 21, 2021 – 11th Sunday after Pentecost
Pastor Scott Leonard preaching
August 28, 2021 – 12th Sunday after Pentecost
Pastor Scott Leonard preaching
September 4, 2021 – Labor Day Weekend
Ecumenical Service on the Village Green
Bring a lawn chair (or two)!
(Regular 10:30 a.m. worship at Stone resumes on September 11th with celebration of the Lord’s Supper)
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Living the Good Life
In the 6/26/22 comic “Grand Avenue” by Mike Thompson, the two pre-teens, Michael
and Gabby are sitting under a tree.
Michael says to his sister, “It’s summertime and the living is easy.”
(which happens to be the first line from “Summertime”, composed by George
Gershwin for the 1935 opera “Porgy and Bess.”)
She responds, “We’re kids. Pretty much every time of year is easy.”
After pondering it all day while they continued to sit under the tree, Michael
finally replies, “Remind me why we’re in such a hurry to grow up?”
I think we all feel that way at least in retrospect, though even as a young child I perceived the luxury. After
the last day of school, I saw my dad go off to work and I said forlornly, “Don’t you get the summer off?”
My dad just chuckled and said, “No, it doesn’t work that way.” (Of course, many years later I married a
schoolteacher and found it does for them!)
Like my father, I will be working most of the summer at my day job, except at least some of the first two
weeks of August when our two daughters and their families come home and with their two brothers and
their families here, we will all have some fun in the sun. Then most of us go to Ohio to join up with my
brothers to celebrate my mother’s 85th birthday. Extended fun with extended family!
And as has been our practice I will take a break from preaching from mid-July to mid-August. As you can
see from our cover page, we have an interesting set of speakers, like Kathleen Delacy from The Center and
Celia Bogan from Hope House, as well Bob Umidi (my mentor during my Lay Academy days) and our own
Donna Goodfriend and Mary Ann Stiefvater. It will be good to hear different voices.

I will enjoy and cherish my time off and with my family with deep gratitude because I know many people
do not have a large, nurturing, healthy, financially stable family. In the opera the song “Summertime” is
sung as a kind of lullaby. The lyrics express an optimism to the child that it will grow up and do well, but
there is a kind of ambiguity in the chords and melody. To some, it evokes lazy sunny days, to others it has a
brooding or yearning quality. In the opera, it is sung in a melancholy manner by a poor, struggling black
woman to her baby and in that context, you realize the reality for the child is more the opposite from what
the lyrics suggest.
While there have been great strides in equality and rights for all people in the past 50 years, there has also
been a rising cultural backlash in our country these days against women, people of color, LGBTQ+,
immigrants, the poor, and others. Sadly, much of this is being done ostensibly in the name of Christianity,
but there is absolutely nothing Christ-like in treating groups of people unequally simply because they are
not the same as you or I. As the Apostle Paul told the Galatians, “There is neither Jew nor Greek, there is
neither slave nor free, there is no male and female, for you are all one in Christ Jesus” (Gal. 3:28). We are
all equal before God and so we should treat each other equally. Further, we are to do so with love, being
filled with the Spirit. If we do, it will be evident because “the fruit of the Spirit is love, joy, peace, patience,
kindness, generosity, faithfulness, gentleness, and self-control” (Gal. 5:22-23a).
As you enjoy the activities of summer, find ways for you and for us a community of Christ to stand up for
those who are knocked down, to speak for those who are silenced and to help those who are in need, so that
all might taste the fruit of the Spirit and rejoice!
Shalom,
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Historical Period Revisited---A Glimpse into Stone Church’s Past
Brief thoughts from “The Forgotten Edwards—A New Examination of the Life
and Thought of Jonathan Edwards Junior” by John S. Banks
The author John Banks visited Clinton in June of 2020 to take pictures of the documents Jonathan Edwards Jr. had
brought with him on his trip to establish three churches—Clinton, New Hartford and Paris Hill. John spent a good
deal of the morning taking pictures, asking a number of questions and looking over my notebook of articles. He
kept in touch with me and sent some interesting samples of his work giving me permission to use. When the book
came out in early January of 2022, Scott Leonard ordered it and presented it to me in church on Sunday Jan. 16. I
have been undertaking reading through with all those footnotes indicating the amazing research John Banks had
done.
In a brief review of last year’s article you recall that Jonathan Edward Jr. suffered from an inflammatory weakness
in his eyes that left him unable to learn visually in his youth and without a school in the settlement, he grew up with
his nearest neighbors the Muhhekaneew Indians. He learned the Indian language and learned to speak it fluently. At
age nine he went to Canajoharie to help Gideon Hawley, a missionary to the Six Nations, to help because he was
fluent in the Indian language. When he returned home he only spent a year with his father, and at age13, Jonathan
had to deal with death of his father, mother and older sister Esther. Edward Jr. then entered a preparatory school in
1761 so that he could attend Princeton.
While in Princeton, he began to settle down and took a great interest in the revival of the Holy Spirit. When he was
barely nineteen, he was inspired to keep a private diary to prayerfully work out his inner thoughts and to stoke the
fire of the Spirit in his Soul. He was trying to find the deceitfulness of his heart and keep his heart right with God.
He kept this diary from May 25, 1764 – January 13, 1765.
After graduating from Princeton in 1765, he was invited to review his father’s manuscripts with Samuel Hopkins
who then sent him to study with Bellamy at the New England finishing school for ministers. Bellamy was a tough
teacher who prepared a variety of questions to assist young preachers to be ready theologically. He also critiqued
his apprentices on their pulpit presentations. In spite of Bellamy’s rigor, Edwards Jr. was successful and was
licensed to preach in 1766. In 1767, Edward’s brother and sisters signed over custody of his father’s manuscripts.
He returned to the College of New Jersey where he provided pulpit supply while tutoring. After turning down a
couple of jobs he pursued a pastorate in New Haven, Connecticut.
In 1770, Samuel Hopkins officiated his wedding to Mary Porter in Hadley, Mass on Oct. 4. Together they would
have three surviving children: Jonathan Walter, Jerusha, and Mary. They lost Jonathan. After 12 years of marriage,
Jonathan Edwards would lose his wife after driving a horse drawn carriage to a pond for water and misjudged the
depth and grade thus she lost her balance, struck her head which resulted in her drowning. This loss happened at
the high water mark of Edward’s ministry in New Haven and according to Ezra Stiles calculations there were about
800 in the parish. Over the last 13 years of his ministry in New Haven, Edwards Jr. would work through several
pastoral challenges; nevertheless, by his side he would have Mercy Sabin, who become his wife and mother of his
children in 1783.
Edwards Jr. advocated for abolition and had foundational arguments that contributed to abolition and that appeared
in his widely published abolition sermon in 1791. His direct interest in the oppressed is evidence of his spirituality.
Over the years Jonathan Edwards, Jr. was a spirited preacher and like his father, the Rev. Jonathan Edwards Sr.
lived by the vital piety of the work of the Holy Spirit in the heart. Jonathan Edwards Jr. knew how necessary the
Spirit was for true religion to flourish in his congregation
I am grateful to the author John Banks for granting me permission to use his research for our church newsletters.

Midge
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MISSION 2022—JULY
A Summer of Difference
Summer worship 2022 at Stone Church will be a departure from our usual services. To begin with, we will worship at a different
time: services will begin at 9:30 AM. Rob Kolb, who faithfully adds so much to every worship service, will be enjoying a 2
month leave from his Director of Music responsibilities. Our pastor, Scott Leonard, will have his annual vacation. We therefore
will have less and different music, plus a variety of voices and styles providing lessons, inspiration and sermons. Our summer
services tend to be more informal and attendance is noticeably more uneven as people enjoying summer travel come and go.
From a Mission viewpoint, I see summer as a great opportunity for us to embrace change by considering and making some modifications. Since much of our world is changed, what was comfortable and effective may not work anymore. As members of this
congregation- a congregation that has accepted the challenge of laboring to truly make a difference in a hugely divided world- we
need to clear-headedly accept the challenge of exploring and accepting heretofore unfamiliar ideas.
Personally, I have been thinking long and hard about what I can do to meet the here and now challenges of our world. I fear that I
merely see insignificant bits of the issues. I dread relying upon second hand knowledge or cant. I worry about doing too little too
often. While I accept that my experiences are narrow and the needs tremendous, I yearn to truly help and quake at the thought of
accepting useless change rather than purposeful actions. As a balance, I have concluded that I (and indeed all of us) have a remedy for these fears. We must accept our initial task. That task is to gather information from a variety of sources, to explore varying
viewpoints and to carefully separate hearsay, supposition, and “the way it always has been” from fact. We must be willing to accept we need to learn so we can truly fulfill our God-given responsibility to make a difference. By reading, listening, viewing,
conversing, thinking and praying we can gather that which is crucial to improvement and change. Information enables us to devise appropriate actions.
Some practical steps include having a list of village, city, county, state and federal officials and their contact information available. This information, coupled with awareness of current issues and a willingness to step forward and take a stand is a crucial part
of our loving and caring for others.
Another useful action would be to pay attention to the Utica Presbytery and the Presbyterian Church USA in Louisville. How are
they organized? When necessary, to whom and how can you initiate contact? With what issues are they grappling and what information can they provide? Are there ways we, either individually or as a congregation should be involved? For example, did you
know that the Utica Presbytery has made a financial commitment to support RIP Medical Debt, an agency that purchases past due
medical debt and then raises funds to forgive the debtors? By supporting them, the Presbytery feels it is “making an ongoing impact for the people of our state and surrounding states and the people of our country who are in need.”
In addition to widening my knowledge and hopefully discarding outdated or erroneous convictions, I realize it behooves me, and
all of us, to make some changes regarding what we really do as we work to serve our God. We each have our niches, those things
we know we do well and have committed time and effort to. It is worth each of us allocating some time to considering whether
we should branch out and do something else or simply make time to add to our existing repertoire. If nothing else, examination of
our efforts should make the “why” and “to what end” of our actions more clear.
From the Stone Church Mission perspective, with the support of the Church Session and Deacons, I am in the process of doing
just that. We have ascertained our ongoing support of Hope House, The Country Pantry and the Fair Trade Shoppe is a necessary
and appropriate way of providing for others. But we can and should do more. One way will be to coordinate our Blanket Sunday
program with Hope House. Church World Service’s Blanket program has been retooled and it will be most appropriate for us to
change our approach. I have scheduled this new opportunity for early fall 2022.
An even larger change is our determination to create a meaningful relationship with the considerable refugee population in the
greater Utica area. In July we will have a guest speaker from The Center, the agency which coordinates the assimilation of refugees into our communities. Again, in the fall we hope to embark on activities which will enable us to reach out with care to the
peoples new to our country and community. I am looking forward to this opportunity, working hard to make plans and will be
delighted to share details when they are available.
The possibilities of how we can do more, alter our responses and rise to meet the challenges of an ever-changing community and
world are endless. Like our acceptance and enjoyment of the variety and differences in our summer worship, I hope we each can
take some time this summer to examine our knowledge, learn something new, try something new and enjoy and accept the great
value difference can provide.
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We celebrated the marriage of Heather Carl and Adam Scalisi on a beautiful Friday afternoon, June 17, at
Stone Church presided by Pastor Scott Leonard. It was a glorious and joyful day! We pray for blessings
and joy for the rest of their days as husband and wife!

CHURCH PICNIC!!
July 10, 2022
Now that Summer is just around the corner…..it is time to think about warm days
and being outside and enjoying the company and laughter of good friends. John &
Chris Menard have again offered their lovely home to have our Church picnic. We
want EVERYONE to attend…not just Church members but all friends of the
Church too. We especially want to see kids enjoying themselves. There will be lots
of activities for them to do! And we haven’t forgotten to have games for us “older” kids too!!! It
is always a fun day and the food is always amazing! There will be a signup sheet in the Norton Room so we
know approximately how many to expect. Please mark your calendars for Sunday, July 10, at 1:00. See you
ALL there!!!!

What a thoughtful gesture from Girl Scout Troop 60268 that The Stone Church has
been hosting their meetings. They were kind enough to give us these thank you notes.
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HOPE HOUSE WISH LIST:

This month’s wish list includes the following;
SMALL SHAMPOO, SMALL CONDITIONER, RAZORS and LOTION. Any
donation that you designate for food or personal needs will be greatly appreciated. Any
questions, contact Ceil Gilbert (315-853-8289) or ceilgilbert@yahoo.com

THE COUNTRY PANTRY will continue to collect items for kids pack for
summer distribution. items such as juice boxes, peanut butter, crackers, granola bars,
individual fruit cups and pudding cups, cereal, raisins etc.
Monetary donations may also be made thru the church or mailed directly to the pantry at P.O.
Box 76, Clinton.

THE FAIR TRADE SHOPPE:

Diego, a local artisan carpenter who lives in a small town on the
coast of Lake Atitlan in Guatemala, his wife Raquel, and their
nephew Pedro hand-carve beautiful wood kitchen servers from
reclaimed wood for a sustainable, living wage.
Coming from reclaimed wood, each piece
features unique natural lines, and knots that are
carefully sanded to preserve the raw
individuality of the wood. These gorgeous and
unique wood measuring spoons are a necessity in any kitchen! They are finished with foodsafe raw tung oil, each spoon is durable and protected against the elements.
These and MANY, MANY more uniquely handcrafted gift items from 38 different countries
can be found at our FAIR TRADE SHOP, STONE PRESBYTERIAN CHURCH, 8 SO. PARK ROW,
CLINTON. Our hours are 10am to 4pm every Thursday in the shop and at the FARMER’S MARKET ON
THE VILLAGE GREEN IN CLINTON, and SECOND SATURDAYS in the shop. Purchasing fair trade
items ensures artisans and small farmers fair wages and healthy working conditions, providing dignity,
sustainable development and hope to marginalized people. LET US BE YOUR GO-TO GIFT SHOP!
Visit us at https://buildingstonesshoppe.square.site or www.facbook.com/buildingstonesfairtradeshoppe.

STONE PRESBYTERIAN CHURCH
WILL BE 231 YEARS OLD ON
AUGUST 29, 2022
HAPPY BIRTHDAY!
STONE CHURCH
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PRAYER REQUEST

JULY & AUG BIRTHDAYS

Louise Wrate
Bob
Bill Owens
Phil Conley
The Families of Uvalde, TX
The Residents of Buffalo
The People of Ukraine
Tim & Debra LaFont
Daniel Kolb and Family
Family of Sara Tolliver
Michael Britton
Erin Todd
Sue Raitt

July

Dave & Trish Harris

August

Happy Anniversary!!

July
7-09 -05
7-15-89

David & Jennifer Goodfriend
Tom & Ewa Lawrence

August
8-19-84
8-27-65

Scott & Helen Leonard
John & Mary Ann Stiefvater

HAPPY BIRTHDAY,
TRUDI CHRISTLER!
Trudi will be 98 on August 7th! If you wish to
send her a card (which she would love), her
address is:
222 Homewood Dr
Clinton, NY 13323

4 -Michele Christeler

11-Sherry Robinson
17-Shirley Williams
19-James Zuchowski
Matthew Zuchowski
20-Jeffrey Kolb
Jessie Coe
23-Jack Altdoerffer
26-Trisha Harris
28-Elizabeth Smith
29-Hans Peter Christeler, Jr.

1-Kristen Goodfriend
5-Lauralyn Kolb
Heather Bagnall
7-Trudi Christeler
9-Jonathan LaFont
11-Susan Forbes
13-Clayton Whittemore
David Blanks
16-David Forbes
19-Lora Schilder
21-Germaine Gogel
22-Rob Kolb
24-Linda Rance
Debbie Zuchowski
25-Richard Raitt
John Menard
Caitlyn Copfer
26-Joe Pavlot
Ken Coe
27-Pam Blanks
29-Sarah Machold
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DON’T FORGET THE DEACONS!

Please keep the Deacons in mind on the first Sunday of each month. All of the loose money collected on
those Sundays will go to support the ministry of the Deacons.
Questions? Speak with any of the Deacons - Jim Gavett, Helen Leonard, Hal & Linda Rance, Judy
LaGasse, Bev Miller, Mary Chamberlain, & Emily Hughes.

SESSION MEETING HIGHLIGHTS – JUNE 20, 2022
Scott Leonard reported the Peg Ward as our guest preacher had asked him if it was possible to do a pulpit exchange
this fall with Three Voices (Vernon-Verona-Oneida Castle). Scott agreed and the date was set for 10/23/22 and the
session also agreed that it was a great idea. Scott will not be preaching July 17 through August 14, 2022.
The clerk wanted to clarify that for Rob’s July and August vacation time that he only wanted the month of August
to be unpaid leave not both as originally reported in the newsletter.
The treasurer, Chris Menard, reported that we still have the final balance left to pay on the furnace. Our investment
company reported less that $1,000 was lost. Our pledges to date are at 52%. Donations have been made to Hope
House, Memorial Fund and $360 to the General Fund.
Chris has been researching for grant money for our church roof. She also found that in 2009 we had started to apply
for a grant for the tower but the paper work was never completed. The deadline is Dec. 15, 2022 for the grant itself
but there is a lot do. Two things must be done right away—l. Copy of the historic prescript nomination form to
show that we are a part of historic records and she found 127 pages in the national archive. 2. A Certificate of appropriateness which must be submitted with the application. Pictures must be submitted and Chris has 12 aerial
photographs that Dwight took for her from the lift while he was doing another job. She shared 4 of them at the
meeting. We will need a committee and will need to raise half of the funds. The property committee will work on
getting 2 estimates, one from Dwight and one from Joe Scalzo. Dwight has said he can do the work since he is familiar with our roof. The Session VOTED and approved to authorize the Property Committee to investigate the feasibility of repairing/replacing the church roof.
The pulpit supply is pretty much set with only August 14 to be determined but she does need a liturgist for July 17,
July 24 and August 14. She has pulpit supply for September and November.
Deacons: Linda Rance reported that they have a new supplier for coffee through the Fair Trade Shop with individual
packets. A cake and a rose was ordered for the baptism held 6/26/22.

EGUREN-LAFONT BAPTISM:

During worship on Sunday,
June 26th, we celebrated the baptism of Nora Rosa Eguren-LaFont. She is
the daughter of Sarah LaFont & Jon Eguren-Juarez and the granddaughter of
Tim & Debra LaFont. It was a great ceremony!
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The office will be closed on Tuesdays,
starting July 12th through the month of
August. We will resume regular hours
on September 6th.

Want to see what else is on the calendar?
You don’t have to call the office. Go to
our home web page - stonepres.org, and
click on the “Calendar” tab at the top or
on the calendar icon.

WANTED: YOUR PER CAPITA!
Please note that per capita payments for 2022 are now being readily accepted!!! Our per capita charge this year is
$41.14 per member. The church is assessed this amount for each member on the membership roll. The per capita
is the cost of our representative democracy as a church and supports the meetings and operations of the Presbytery, Synod and General Assembly. Please consider sending your per capita either directly to the church office
(P.O. Box 33, Clinton, NY 13323) or enclosing it in with your pledge envelope.
Thank you in advance for your help.

Stone Church has implemented a
new online giving tool called Givelify
that is also available as an app on
your smart mobile device. Check it
out on our web page.

We celebrated the life of Tommy Copfer, Jr. on Saturday morning June
18 with a memorial service at Stone Church conducted by Pastor Scott
Leonard. Our deepest condolences for his parents and stepparents on the
loss of their son at age 44. We thank Mary Chamberlain, sister of the
stepmother, Gayle Copfer and Helen Leonard for all their deacon assistance during the service and the reception as well as others who helped
make it a time and place of comfort.
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DEACON’S CORNER
I intend to reconsider my heroes
to celebrate those who devote their lives
in service to others for the purpose of good,
to value those who work with dedication,
creativity and integrity
to learn from those who maintain inner peace
regardless of circumstance
(Quoted from “The Book of Intentions” by Dianne Martin 2002)

A BIG thank you to Midge for all
the flowers she plants and maintains
around the Church both inside and
outside!!!! Everyone should take a
moment and look at the beautiful
flowers that always brighten our
days. You can hardly ever drive by
the Church that you don’t see
Midge working around the Church
grounds and doing her magic!!!!
This is just one of the many “hats”
that Midge wears!!!!! Thanks!!!!!

ROOF OVER OUR HEADS – CAPITAL CAMPAIGN COMMITTEE NEEDED!
As many old buildings do, such as the Kirkland Art Center, Stone Church’s roofs need repair. “Roofs” because as
you can see in the pictures we have different roofing on different portions of the building as we have replaced and
repaired them as needed over the years. We have reached a point where we need to do major repairs or replacement
of at least the roof over the sanctuary, which is evidenced by the water leaks and ceiling damage we have seen in the
sanctuary above the choir loft. The Property Committee is getting assessments and bids from a couple of contractors,
but we know the cost will be tens of thousands of dollars.
We are pursuing grants to help pay for part of the costs. One group that many churches have successfully used the
Sacred Sites program of the New York Landmarks Conservancy, a private foundation. We are optimistic that we
will qualify but the grant requires that the applicant contribute half the amount required in mixture of savings and
fundraising. It also requires we submit a complete application by mid-December of this year, which means we have a
lot of work to do in a relatively short time. Christine Menard and Mary Ann Stiefvater are working on the grant requirements, but we also need a capital campaign committee to develop a plan to raise money, similar to what we did
in 2009 for the clock tower. The plan would be part of the grant application.
If you want us to keep a roof over our heads, please consider volunteering to be part of the capital campaign committee. You can reach out to John Menard, co-chair of the Property Committee, or Pastor Scott Leonard.
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The RIP Medical Debt Program
In March of 2022, the Utica Presbytery was introduced to the RIP Medical Debt program. Information regarding
the RIP Program was originally included in the Presbytery’s agenda on the recommendation of the Center for
Jubilee Practice. In short, the Presbytery members learned that the RIP Medical Debt program purchases past
due medical debt and then raises funds to forgive the debtors. The relief from crippling debt offered through
RIP’s Medical Debt program is designed to have an ongoing positive impact for underserved people of our state
and our country, particularly those who have been denied equitable opportunities.
Both Little Falls and Cooperstown Sessions investigated the RIP program and returned at a later Presbytery meeting to recommend that the Presbytery ask its members to bring the RIP Overture and details back to their Sessions
and members for discussion, and also to plan for further discussion and action during the May 2022 Presbytery
meeting.
The proposal put forth to the Presbytery recommended that, by August 31, 2022, the Presbytery of Utica and her
member congregations raise $31,000 to partner with RIP Medical Debt with the stated goal of relieving and forgiving medical debt. The rationale was explained in this way:
“The adverse impact of debt upon households has become an increasing reality in our society. Hit particularly
hardest are those households who are already at, near, or below the poverty line. … RIP Medical Debt is an organization with a straightforward and express purpose: to buy medical debt from secondary debt markets with the
sole intent of forgiving the debt outright. Such medical debt available for purchase from these markets might be
bought for an average of one penny per each dollar; thus, one cent buys one dollar’s worth of debt. The impact of
a few hundred dollars, in this application, is the forgiveness of a few thousand dollars in the life of an individual
or household. … Thus, the Session of The First Presbyterian Church of Cooperstown, NY, along with those concurring sessions signed below, recommends the congregations of the Presbytery of Utica pledge to raise
$31,000.00. This is an ambitious goal but the impact of this amount ($31,000) would equate to approximately
$3.1 million worth of medical debt forgiven in households across New York State and beyond.”
During the June 20, 2022 Stone Church Session meeting , the RIP Medical Debt program was discussed and the
Session concurred with supporting this initiative by committing to making a financial contribution to the Presbytery’s $31,000 goal. Participation is an appropriate way for Stone Church, as we reach toward being a Matthew
25 congregation, to minister to people who have been offered minimal regard for their overall well being.
During July and August, Stone Church members and friends are asked to consider making a clearly marked contribution for the RIP Medical Debt relief program. Checks and cash should be clearly marked as being earmarked for the RIP Medical Debt imitative of the Utica Presbytery and then directed to the Stone Church Office.
Contributions can be sent by mail, put in the Sunday collection plate or be sent via Givelify. These gifts will be
pooled and, towards the end August, will be sent to the Utica Presbytery.
As we support this initiative with what gifts and resources we can, we truly are offering a means of enabling
abundant and debt-free living for those struggling with many heavy burdens. It also is clear that we are both striving to fulfill our commitment to being a Matthew 25 community of faith and also remembering that our mission is
to be a congregation that reaches out in caring and in service to all.
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CHANGE SERVICE REQUESTED

Scott Leonard, Commissioned Pastor
Cell: 315-723-7420
Email: srleonard@roadrunner.com
Rev. Gerald R. Platz, Pastor Emeritus
Director of Music: G. Roberts Kolb
Office Manager: Janice LeFrois
Sexton: Lee Kelso
Office: 315-853-2933
www.stonepres.org
www.instagram.com/stonepresbyterian/

Clerk of Session: Sherry Robinson
Newsletter Editor: Midge Bakos
Treasurer: Christine Menard
Email: stonepres@stonepres.org
www.facebook.com/stonepres

Summer Worship 9:30 am in person, streamed & recorded on Facebook Live
Church Office Summer hours: 9:00 am - 1:00 pm M,W,Th & F—Closed on Tuesdays

Newsletter team:
Many thanks to Donna Goodfriend, Midge
Bakos & Bev Miller who have folded, taped
and labeled this issue of The Corner Stone just
for you!

Please note…
The deadline for the issue of the July/Aug
newsletter is Monday, August 22nd.

To see a color version of this newsletter in pdf format, visit stonepres.org.

